The energy of interaction between free electrons in an electron gas is considered. The interaction energy of electrons with parallel spin is known to be that of the space charges plus the exchange integrals, and these terms modify the shape of the wave functions but slightly. The interaction of the electrons with antiparallel spin, contains, in addition to the interaction of uniformly distributed space charges, another term. This term is due to the fact that the electrons repell each other and try to keep as far apart as possible. The total energy of the system will be decreased through the corresponding modification of the wave function. In the present paper it is attempted to calculate this "correlation energy" by an approximation method which is, essentially, a development of the energy by means of the Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation theory in a power series of e'.
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where~y~denotes the second determinant of (1), the summation~runs over all 3N coordinates y' and that over v and v over all occupied states, i.e. , over all indices occurring in the wave functions in (1) or (2); P"(y; x) stands for P"(y& y";x) and dy for dyj dy". The quantities e"are the integrals , (yi y ) = Jr p.(y;»)*I U -(h'/2m)(~, , +4",+ +6"")}p"(y;x&)dx&
where again U(yq y"; x) is the difference between the potentials at the point x of a charge distribution corresponding to P&(y), $2(y), , P"(y), on the one hand, and point charges at y&, , y", on the other.
It is necessary now to assume for f"(y&, , y"; x) the form 
In addition to the energy contribution (3) which is negative and was calculated in' there is a further one which is generally positive. This arises from the fact that the probabilities of the relative distances of electrons with upward spin are changed by the transition from the f,(x) to the P" (y&, . , y"; x). Since the latter will be large for x s, which lie in regions comparatively free from y's, the distribution of the x's will not be uniform throughout space and they will be nearer together than they were under the previous assumption.
The form (2) of the wave function is certainly not the correct one. It does not belong even to one single multiplicity but is a linear combination of functions of different "multiplicities" (belonging to different representations of of the symmetric group). If, however, the functions p"{y1~.y"; x) are not too dif'ferent from the functions P"{x),they all belong to very low multiplicities. This is the only case, anyway, in which the present approximation is good and it can be expected that the real wave function is in this case near to (2). In order to evaluate this energy change, one may first calculate the probability of two electrons with parallel spin being at the points xI and x~, respectively, if the complete wave function is given by (1).Under the approximate assumption that P"(xl =&0(X) e' '"'*'z one obtains for this in the way given in reference 5, ()
is the probability of the distance~x~-x~~= r for free electrons with parallel spin,
is 1/(2n. ) times the wave-length of the fastest electron, vo is the atomic volume and r, the radius of the sphere with this volume. If we make the assumption p"(y, x) =p"(y, x)e'""& "& *~z, an expression of the form (5) is valid for the wave function (2) as well as for (1) and the change of mutual potential energy of the electrons with upward spin arising from the transition from (1) to (2) is (7) where e"'(y, y") = Jt dx, dx2(ne'/2r) {~P"(y; x&) P"(p; xu)
The~enters once again because the interaction of a pair of electrons should be counted once only. In order to be able to evaluate the integral (7a), g(r) has been replaced by
which, as is shown in I'ig. 1, runs rather near to g(r).
3.
The task of Section 4 will be to calculate the wave functions P"(y~.y; x) which minimize the sum of expressions (3b) and (7a) For the actual calculation it can be seen, first of all, that one can replace a set of iP"(y; x) by any orthogonal linear combination of them without affecting the final result. The orthogonality condition between g"(y; x) and P"(y; x) gives if v is occupied. It then follows under omission of the last term in (10) that n., =0 if i and i' are both occupied states, whence the summation over p, in (9) must be extended only over the unoccupied states. It is then seen at once that (4a) is satisfied in our approximation.
In order to calculate e"(yi y") one must first calculate the matrix elements of U(yi, , y"; x).
The matrix elements V""(yi, , y"; x) = Uop will not be zero for all values of the y, but they evidently will not change the wave functions and merely give a contribution to the energy.
The average value over all configurations of this contribution is zero, :however, since the mean value of the potential of different configurations of charges is equal to the potential of the mean charges. Therefore, we shall set U.,(yi, In order to calculate the e"'(y& y ) by means of (7a), the charge distribution for P"(y; x) will first be found: Now g(r) is 1 minus the function of the "hole, " which decreases rapidly with increasing r. The 1, inserted into (7a), simply gives the energy difference of a uniform charge distribution and that corresponding to P"(y; x), namely,
in which the terms higher than the second order in a are omitted, and R means that the real part of the following expression is to be taken. The second sum must be taken only over those p, 's for whj. ch 2v -p is unoccupied, while p itself is an unoccupied state in al/ summations. For the calculation of the other part of (7a), arising from the function of the hole, one sets xi+ r for x2 in (7a), introduces (13), and performs the integration over xI. The result 2L-R/(P! n""! '+ P n""o{"2""}le"'(" /'"/- Fig. 2 .
This formula for the increase of potential energy between electrons with upward spin is not exact arid may be viewed as containing two parts: First (14a), the increase of the potential of the space charges, due to the less even charge distribution for P, (y; x) than for P"(x). This increase is lowered by the second part (14b), caused by the greater efficiency of the Fermi hole in a non-uniform charge distribution. The first neglection was made in setting p"(y; x) =e2 '(' ")'*'zp"ly; x) when calculating e"'. This tends to increase the e"' especially for those v, for which it is large anyway, because it overemphasizes the unevenness in the charge distribution. The second neglection was to.
keep no terms higher than the second order terms in n. This certainly decreases c"', because part of the uneveness in the charge density is due to the higher terms, especially to those of the fourth order. Finally, the normalization constant, which is smaller than 1, enters in the second power in (14) and only in the first in (12). Its omission again increases (14) . In the whole these errors will about compensate.
The final quantity to be minimized is, after omission of the higher'order terms, 2"+ 0, '=RQ I2n""V""+(t""+t""') cx""~2+t""'0(, "n"2""I, V."*+(t,"+t,"')(2,"+t. "'a"2""0,
--V,"*+(t"2""+t", ') n, 2, , *+t", '0. ""=0.
(16b)
The last equation is obtained by differentiating (15) with respect to n"""2a dnconsidering that U"2""=U""*and t,2, "'=3,"'. Solving (16), one finds if 2v -)(( is occupied and n""= -V""*/(t"+ t,"')
if 2v -p is unoccupied, while p is, of course, always unoccupied. These formulas show that the $,(yi, , y; x) do have the form (4) with Instead of the second term one could write half of the sum of the terms for p and 2 v -p, which makes it somewhat more symmetric.
It would be rather difficult to perform the summation over p, in (19) for an arbitrary set of y&, , y". Fortunately only the mean value of (19) with the weight I y I'/e! is needed and this can be computed quite easily. Since the t do not depend on the y, one finds 1 n!~e
The first term comes from~=), the second from Ii &). In the second, the summation over 'A can be carried out, and it yields 1 if v -p+v, is an occupied state, zero otherwise. The whole bracket is, therefore, equal to the number of occupied states v', for which v+ v' -p, is not occupied. Fig. 3 In order to perform the integration of (22), one may first introduce elliptic coordinates oi =~o.~, os=~c r+p~=~27rpd/L~in the o-space, using as centers the origin and the point -p (cf. Fig. 4 ).
The first integral is to be extended over the horizontally, the second over the obliquely hatched region. The first will be a sum of two integrals (a) and (b) The real value of the correlation energy will be smaller in these cases than the calculated one. The correction with the normalization constant could easily be taken into account, as has been shown at another place. " It always decreases the correlation energy, not very much, however, as the magnitude of the normalization constant or the formulas in" show. The second neglection is probably more dangerous and also more laborious to correct. It has been done for one point (r, =4) only and for this one very roughly.
The second neglection also increased the calculated value of the correlation energy, since it amounts to taking 1 -2f instead of (1 f)' forthe probability of the electron being at a certain point, and the minima of 1 -2f are much deeper than those of (1 -2f)' (the maxima are lower but less important). The dotted line at 0.142e'/r, corresponds to a correlation energy as great as assumed in the first calculation' giving 0 6e'/r, t. ogether with the energy of the Fermi hole.
The calculated constants of the Na lattice with the correlation energy of Fig. 7 and the other quaritities as in reference 1 are as follows: lattice constant 4.62A as compared with the observed value of 4.23A. The binding energy associated with this is 26.1 Calories, to be compared with the observed value of 26.9. The calculated value of the binding energy for the observed lattice "F.Bloch, Zeits. f. Physik 5'7, 545 (1929) .
